
2.2 The Braking Proess

Table 2.1: Parameters that inuene the braking distane. Classi�ation in the time domainand in the domain of ontrollability.Measurable and Con-trollable Only Measurable Neither Measur-nor ControllableShort Run � Time at whih theluth is unoupled tC � Course of steeringwheel angle � Variations of lo-al frition fator �� Settings of the ativeshok absorbers ID � Ations of the ABS-ontroller pABS;i� Course of wheel loadMedium- � Initial veloity vx;0 � Wind diretionterm Run � Tire temperature TT8 � Wind speed� Gradient of brakingpressure at the beginningof the braking proedure� Braking dis tempera-ture TB9� Slope of the road� Gear in whih a brak-ing proedure is exeutedLong Run � Tire ination � Surrounding � Vehile's masspressure pT air pressure distribution� Surroundingair density� Road ondition(dry, wet)� Type of road (obble-stone, asphalt, ...)� Pavement tempera-ture tP
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2 Fundamentals of Vehile DynamisAnd an example for a quantity that an neither be measured nor ontrolled is the atualloal frition oeÆient between tire and pavement.Other parameters, suh as the drag oeÆient, are assumed to be onstant for all times.Though they have an inuene on the absolute value of the braking distane, they donot vary and therefore do not inuene the braking distane di�erently from one brakingproedure to another.In the experimental setup for full-braking tests all those parameters that an be on-trolled are kept onstant. The other parameters inuene the braking distane in a stohas-ti way. Their inuene annot be eliminated, thus they must be treated statistially byusing methods of statistis.2.3 Possibilities to Inuene the Braking ForeIn Figure 2.7 fores and torques at a spinning, braked wheel are shown. In the followingthe quantities used shall be introdued and de�ned.
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Figure 2.7: Possibilities to inuene the braking fore by either a braking torque or a wheel-load ontroller. As for the braking torque ontroller the ABS is state-of-the-art, as for thewheel-load ontroller ative shok absorbers are used in this thesis.Braking Fore FBThe braking fore at a wheel is the longitudinal part of the tire fore in the ontat zoneof tire and pavement. The braking fore auses the vehile to deelerate and the wheel atwhih it is applied to aelerate.Braking Torque MBThe braking torque at a wheel is the torque around the wheel's y-axis that auses thewheel to deelerate.Braking Slip �BThe braking slip at a wheel is de�ned as the di�erene of vehile's longitudinal speed vxand wheel speed vW per vx. If the wheel loks, the braking slip equals one. If the wheel is26



2.3 Possibilities to Inuene the Braking Foreompletely free spinning, the braking slip equals zero.�B(t) = vx(t)� vW(t)vx(t) = 1� !W(t) re�vx(t) (2.27)Braking CoeÆient �The braking oeÆient � at a wheel is de�ned as ratio of braking fore FB at the wheel andwheel load Fz at the same wheel (for the de�nition of wheel load refer to setion 4.1). Itsmaximum value �max is reahed if at a given level of wheel load the braking fore annotbe inreased anymore. �(t) = FB(t)Fz(t) (2.28)�max = FB;maxFz ����Fz=onst: (2.29)Applying the priniple of angular momentum to the spinning wheel leads to:JW �'W(t) = FB(t) re� �MB(t); (2.30)where JW is the mass moment of inertia of the wheel, �'W is the angular aeleration ofthe wheel, and re� is the wheel's e�etive radius. The braking fore and the wheel loadare onneted via equation 2.28, where � again is a funtion of the braking slip �B.� = �(�B) (2.31)The braking slip is de�ned in equation 2.27. In its de�nition the rotational speed of thewheel is involved, whih means that the loop is losed bak to equation 2.30.From those simple onsiderations it beomes lear that the angular dynamis of the wheeland with it the dynamis of the braking fore have two inputs: Braking torque and wheelload. Even though there are several parameters whih do inuene the braking performanevia their inuene on the braking fore (refer to setion 2.2.2), generally speaking thereare those two parameters to inuene the braking fore on a braked wheel whih anbe ontrolled by a ar-internal system. The braking fore an either be manipulated byontrolling the braking torque or by ontrolling the wheel load. Both are inputs for thewheel-system. Their values together with other unontrollable parameters determine thebraking slip and the braking fore.If there is a braking torque applied to a wheel, the wheel will slow down. This means thatthen the wheel spins slower than it ought to spin in order to hold the same longitudinalspeed as the vehile does. The slowing down of the wheel together with the onstantlongitudinal veloity of the vehile leads to a braking slip at the wheel. This means thatin the tire ontat area there are longitudinal fores ating between pavement and tire,beause there is a gap in speeds of vehile and wheel/tire.A slipping wheel is slightly di�erent from standard rubber frition. In the ase of stan-dard rubber frition as it is shown in Figure 2.8, two main proesses lead to a fritionfore: hysteresis and adhesion. While hysteresis is due to the unevenness of the pavement27



2 Fundamentals of Vehile Dynamisand is therefore only e�eted little by hanging frition oeÆient of the pavement-tire-onnetion, adhesion strongly depends on this frition oeÆient. Adhesion is thereforemuh smaller for wet roads than for dry ones, while hysteresis is almost not e�eted bysuh hanges. Both e�ets need little amounts of deformation of the rubber in longitudinaldiretion to have an e�et.

Figure 2.8: Mehanisms of rubber frition10.Anyways, if the maximum appliable frition oeÆient is exeeded, the rubber in Fig-ure 2.8 begins to slide. The same holds true in ase of a spinning tire with braking torqueapplied.The di�erene is that the total tire ontat zone an be divided into di�erent ontatareas, and depending on the amount of braking torque applied more or less of those areashave slipping tread elements. A tread element at the very beginning of the ontat zoneis undeformed. As it enters the ontat zone it gets deformed. This deformation is ausedby the frition fore between pavement and tire. The frition fore again ours beausethere is a veloity di�erene of the tread elements of the tire and the pavement, whih isaused by the deeleration of the wheel due to the braking torque applied. The further thetread element goes to the enter of the tire ontat zone the more deformation is appliedto it.10p. Meyer/Kummer (1962): Mehanism of fore transmission between tire and road p. 18 aording toGillespie (1992): Fundamentals of Vehile Dynamis p. 5428



2.3 Possibilities to Inuene the Braking ForeAt high braking levels there are areas of the total ontat zone in whih the adhesionfores of the tread element annot stand the deformation anymore and the respetiveelements begin to slip. In those areas the frition fore is dereasing.Figure 2.9 shows the desribed proess. The vertial load, the frition fore, and the rel-ative slip are shown. The integrals over the total tire ontat zone of those three quantitiesgive the total wheel load, the total braking fore, and the total braking slip of the wheel.Therefore, the whole deformation and relaxation proess �nally leads to the braking foreof the wheel that leads to the deeleration of the vehile.

Figure 2.9: Deformation of the tire in its ontat zone due to braking torque and braking foreapplied in a braking situation11.It also beomes lear that if and only if a braking slip ours a braking fore an beapplied to the ground. Furthermore, the maximum braking fore is applied at braking sliplevels in the lower part of the spetrum from zero to one and not if the wheel loks. Inthis loked ase every single tread element slides over the ground. Sine frition fores aregreater for frition of rest than for sliding frition, the maximum braking fore appliableis the greater the less ontat areas do slide.In the best ase (maximum braking fore) the tread elements are all lose to sliding butdo not totally slide and sliding is limited to loal areas. The reasoning given also explainswhy for bold tires the optimal braking slip is lower than for brand-new tires. The shorterthe deformable tread elements, the sti�er they are. This means that the same amount oflongitudinal fore auses less deformation. Also the maximum braking fore just beforethe tread element slips is reahed at lower deformation levels. That is why the brakingslip has smaller values the shorter the tread elements are.11Gillespie (1992): Fundamentals of Vehile Dynamis p. 55 29



2 Fundamentals of Vehile Dynamis2.3.1 Inuene via Braking Torque|ABSThe braking torque|whih is the reason for the deeleration of the wheel and the existeneof the braking fore|an be applied to a wheel in several di�erent ways, e. g. by eletro-magneti fores or by fritional fores. In any ase the braking torque times the angularveloity of the wheel delivers the part of total braking power at a wheel that is onvertedby the brake. The other part of the total braking power is onverted in the tire ontatzone. This part is alulated by the veloity di�erene of longitudinal veloity vx and wheelspeed vW = !W re� times the braking fore at the respetive wheel.The ratio of the part of the total braking power onverted in the tire ontat zone andthe total braking power itself equals the braking slip. In ase of a loked wheel, i. e. 100%braking slip, the entire braking power is onverted in the tire-pavement-zone.In ase that the braking torque is applied by a fritional fore, the fritional partners(e. g. braking dis and braking pads) have to be ompressed by a normal fore. This normalfore together with the atual frition oeÆient leads to the atual frition fore. Thenormal fore again an be generated in di�erent ways, e. g. hydraulially, mehanially,or pneumatially. In today's series passenger ars the hydrauli solution predominates allother solutions by far.Figure 2.10 shows the priniple layout of an Antilok Braking System (ABS) within ahydrauli braking system. The fore applied by the driver at the braking pedal inreasesthe braking pressure in the brake master ylinder (BMC). This pressure is transmitted viathe brake lines to the wheel-brake ylinders. If the pressure applied by the driver is low,the ABS will not ontrol, the vehile brakes as if the ABS was not there. This means theinlet valves are opened, the outlet valves at every wheel are losed.If the braking slip at a wheel beomes too large, the respetive inlet valve is losedin order to disonnet the BMC and the high pressure from the respetive wheel-brakeylinder. If the slip is still too large or is even inreasing, the outlet valve is opened. Bythis the braking pressure at the ritial wheel is released and with it the braking torque.The ABS therefore has three possible settings for every wheel: inlet valve open and outletvalve losed, inlet valve losed and outlet valve losed, inlet valve losed and outlet valveopened. The variable pABS;i is introdued, whih an take values of -1, 0, and +1, dependingon the ABS' urrent ation at the i-th wheel. These three settings shall be named as:� Inrease braking pressure = inlet valve opened and outlet valve losed: pABS = +1� Hold braking pressure = inlet valve losed and outlet valve losed: pABS = 0� Release braking pressure = inlet valve losed and outlet valve opened: pABS = �1The ABS implemented in the testing vehile also works on the hydrauli basis with asystem similar to the one shown in Figure 2.10. The signals of the wheel-speed sensorsare used to alulate the atual veloity vx of the ar and to deide if one of the wheels isabout to lok or not.The algorithm of deiding between inreasing, holding, or dereasing braking pressure isshown in Figure 2.11. It shows a ontrol yle of a today's ABS for high frition onditions(frition between pavement and tire). The inrease of braking pressure leads to a dereasingveloity vx and an also dereasing angular veloity !W of the wheel.12Robert Bosh GmbH (1999): Kraftfahrtehnishes Tashenbuh p. 66530



2.3 Possibilities to Inuene the Braking Fore

rl fr rrflFigure 2.10: Setup of an Antilok Braking System (ABS) that is similar to the one installedin the testing vehile12. 1: Brake master ylinder (BMC), 2: Hydrauli unit, 3: Dampinghamber, 4: Return pump, 5: Motor, 6: Reservoir, 7: Inlet valves, 8: Outlet valves.
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2 Fundamentals of Vehile DynamisThe angular aeleration of the wheel _!W is negative and stays at a more or less onstantlevel while the braking fore and therefore the braking slip is inreasing. If the maximumof the �-slip urve is reahed (refer to Figure 2.5), _!W drops dramatially. This happensbeause at the maximum of the �-slip urve a further inrease in braking torque annot beompensated by an inrease in braking fore anymore. It must therefore lead to an angularaeleration of the wheel whih will �nally make it lok|if the braking pressure and with itthe braking torque is not lowered in time. This sudden drop of wheel angular aelerationis deteted by the ABS. One the threshold (�a) is passed, the braking pressure is keptonstant (hold braking pressure). The wheel speed at the time of passing the threshold ais memorized and named vreferene. Due to the negative angular aeleration of the wheel,the wheel speed will also drop. If the wheel speed referred to vreferene drops below a slipthreshold �1, the braking pressure is released (pABS = �1), in order to prevent the wheelto lok and to keep the braking slip lose to the optimal braking slip with the highestfrition oeÆient possible.An important point to keep in mind is that, due to the ignorane of the ABS about thetype of tire used, the ABS needs to determine where the optimal braking slip lies for everybraking proess newly. Thus, the �rst drop in wheel angular aeleration and in wheelspeed an never be prevented. It is rather a neessary part of the ABS ontrol algorithm.This �rst drop in angular aeleration happens shortly before the maximum of the �-slip urve is reahed. Beause of the degressiv urvature of the �-slip urve lose to itsmaximum, an inrease in braking torque does not lead to an inrease in braking fore inthe same dimension anymore|this is what happens in the linear part of the �-slip urve.Hene, beause the ABS waits for the angular aeleration to drop below the threshold(�a) and the �rst drop happens lose to the maximum of the �-slip urve, this waitingan be treated as determining the maximum of the �-slip urve13.Due to releasing the braking pressure, the angular aeleration of the wheel will inreaseagain. One it rosses the threshold (�a)|this time from below|, the braking pressureis kept onstant again. If this onstant level of braking pressure is suh low that the wheelwill spin up more and more, the braking pressure an be inreased again. This happensif the angular aeleration of the wheel rosses the threshold A. If this very threshold isrossed from above again, the braking pressure is kept onstant. It inreases even furtherone _!W rosses the threshold +a. Then the ontrol yle starts from its beginning. Thewhole proess is meant to �nd the optimal braking slip and to adjust the atual brakingslip to it.

13Robert Bosh GmbH (1999): Kraftfahrtehnishes Tashenbuh p. 662.14Robert Bosh GmbH (2000): Automotive Handbook p. 66232



2.3 Possibilities to Inuene the Braking Fore

Figure 2.11: ABS ontrol yle for large frition oeÆients14. vwheel = vW, vvehile = vx.
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2 Fundamentals of Vehile Dynamis2.3.2 Inuene via Wheel Load|Ative Shok AbsorbersFor two reasons the ABS annot ompletely reah the goal of keeping the braking sliponstant at the optimal level: Firstly, information about the atual �-slip urve is notpresent. The ABS has to estimate it. Seondly, and this is even more limiting, the ABShas no inuene on the vertial tire fore: the wheel load. But this fore is the seondinput for the angular dynamis of the wheel (refer to Figure 2.7). In the same manneras the braking torque does, the wheel load also inuenes the rotational dynamis of thewheel.The only di�erene is that a hanging wheel load has to be transferred into a hangingbraking fore before it auses an angular aeleration of the wheel. Here a time delayappears: If an additional wheel load is applied, the tread elements of the tire have todeform �rst before the additional wheel load leads to an additional braking fore. Thetime that it takes for this additional braking fore to establish lies in the sale frame of aouple of milliseonds. In later hapters (refer to 5.5) this onnetion between wheel loadand braking fore is investigated. Similar thoughts hold true for the onnetion betweena lowered wheel load and the dereasing braking fore. In this diretion the e�et shouldestablish faster. This assumption annot be falsi�ed by the results shown in Figure 5.5 onpage 123, but it also annot be veri�ed, due to too high amounts of noise and deviationsof wheel load.But a thought experiment makes the diretion of thinking lear: A drasti example forthe inuene whih wheel load has on the rotational dynamis of a wheel is a ompletelylifted wheel. In this ase no braking fore an be applied at all and the wheel will be sloweddown by a braking torque present very quikly. If the wheel is lifted, the braking forebreaks down immediately. In the other diretion, if the wheel is set bak on the pavementagain, it takes some amount of time for the tread elements to deform and to arry thebraking fore. This extreme example makes lear that the e�et whih a hanging wheelload has on the braking fore is assumably faster in the one diretion than in the other.The best thing in the sense of an optimal braking performane would be if eah wheelwas slowed down suh that the braking slip is onstant at the optimal braking slip for alltimes. This is beause in this ase � = �(�B;opt) = �max would be highest. If the wheelshould be slowed down in suh a way, this means that|assuming a onstant deelerationof the vehile|the angular aeleration of the wheel would have to be onstant as well.A onstant angular aeleration of the wheel implies a onstant torque ating on thiswheel. That means the di�erene of braking torque and braking fore times e�etive wheelradius needs to be onstant, beause those two quantities sum up to the total torque onthe wheel. A utuation in braking torque should therefore always be ompensated by autuation of braking fore in the other diretion. This hange in braking fore an onlybe aused by a orresponding hange in wheel load.
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2.4 ConlusionsFurthermore, referring to setion 2.2, the wheel load an provide yet another tool: Bytrying to inrease wheel load at earlier times of the braking proedure and reduing it atlater times, the braking fore will also be inreased at earlier times, whih eventually leadsto a shorter braking distane. Doing all these onsiderations it must always be kept inmind that the mean value of total wheel load with respet to time over a whole brakingproedure an neither be in- nor dereased. It is always equal to the total stati wheelload. For a single wheel of the front (rear) axle, the mean value over a braking proedureequals the stati wheel load plus (minus) the wheel load due to the weight transfer fromrear to front axle.2.4 ConlusionsIn this hapter the fundamentals of vehile dynamis whih are relevant for this thesis wereintrodued. The braking proess in general and the possibilities to inuene the brakingfore in partiular were presented.Conerning the braking proedure it was notied that the braking distane an be re-dued in two di�erent ways:� Inreasing the time-average of the braking fore� Distributing braking fore from later to earlier times of the braking proedureThe possibility to inrease the time-averaged braking fore is given by the fat that dueto slip osillations the maximum frition oeÆient is not fully utilized in today's brakingproedures.Furthermore, besides the braking distane itself another measurand was introdued:The quality of the braking proedure, measured by means of the integral of the squaredvehile's veloity VI. This quantity indiates the possible damage in ase a ollision annotbe prevented anymore. The smaller VI, the better.Depending on the distane of the enter of mass and the pithing enter, a brakingproedure more or less leads to osillations in the vertial tire fore (the greater the distane,the more osillations), even on an ideally even road. Those osillations inuene the brakingbehavior.Two possible ways were introdued that are feasible to inuene the braking distane:Either the ontrol of braking torque or the ontrol of wheel load. In this thesis the latteris investigated.
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3 Tools and Researh Environment3.1 Ative Shok-AbsorbersShok absorbers in passenger ar suspensions serve two di�erent purposes: Firstly, theyhave to guarantee the passengers' riding omfort. Seondly, they have to are for a highhandling performane. Both demands have in ommon that for their ful�llment it isneessary to redue vibrations in the suspension system. This is done by dissipatingenergy in the shok absorbers.For riding omfort purposes the fous lies on the vibrations of the vehile's body, for animproved handling it lies on the osillations of the vertial tire fore|namely the wheelload. Shok absorbers as a part of the vehile's suspension usually are mantled betweenwheel and body. They produe fores opposing the vibratory motion. Shok absorbersusually produe a higher damper fore in rebound than in ompression for the same damperveloity1. This is due to the fat that in ompression the damper veloity an be muhhigher than in rebound, beause if the vehile is passing an obstale that is similar to astep input, the wheel must be aelerated upwards very quikly in order to follow the step.The vehile's body with its inertia standing against the damper fore is also aeleratedupwards. If the damping oeÆient in ompression was very large, the potentially verylarge damper veloity in ompression would lead to a strongly aelerated vehile body.This would bring unwanted osillations into the system and ould ause damages due tohuge damper fores.In the other diretion, passing a step input with negative height or a hole, the damperveloity is only as large as the wheel is aelerated downwards by the spring fore. Thereis no boundary restrition that implies that the wheel must be aelerated by a very highamount. Therefore, it does not do any harm if the damping oeÆient is high in rebound.In fat, the rebound phase an be used to dissipate as muh energy as possible. This iswhy the damping oeÆient usually is approximately two times greater in rebound thanin ompression.The same priniple holds true in ase of ative shok absorbers. There, the rebound isharder than the ompression stage (refer to Figure 4.3 on page 66), too. Ative shok ab-sorbers are haraterized by the fat that their damping oeÆients an be adjusted withina short amount of time. They do not only have one �xed harateristi line but rather|inase of ontinuously adjustable shok absorbers|an in�nite number of harateristi lines.The two extreme harateristi lines shall be alled `hard' and `soft' in this thesis (refer toFigure 4.12 on page 77).The shok absorber that is used for all experimental testings is a so alled CDC-shokabsorber2. Its harateristi lines an be adjusted by an eletromagneti valve. The on-strution of this kind of shok absorber is shown in Figure 3.1. Here, via the opening1Dixon (1999): The Shok Absorber Handbook p. 250.2Continuous Damping Control by ZF Sahs AG36



3.1 Ative Shok-Absorbers
Electromagnetically

actuated valve

Bottom valvePiston valveFigure 3.1: Example for an ative shok absorber with external proportional and eletromag-netially atuated valve. Soure: ZF Sahs AG.ondition of an outlying eletromagnetially atuated valve the damping ratio is hanged.Construtions where the eletromagnetially atuated valve is inside the shok absorber,integrated in the piston valve, are also known3. For the shok absorbers used in this thesisthe hard damping is ahieved by setting the urrent of the eletromagnet to ID = 0A. Thesoft damping is set by a damper urrent of ID = 1:6A. Both harateristi lines (soft andhard) for the shok absorbers of the front and the rear axle an be seen in Figures 4.3 and4.4 on pages 66 and 67. The reason for having the shok absorber in its hardest stage withno damper urrent present is that in ase of a system failure the shok absorbers shouldnot be soft but rather hard. This is beause harder damping is supposably better in thesense of a higher handling performane and is therefore safer.In Figure 3.2 the funtional priniple of ative shok absorbers that are ontrolled by aneletromagnetially atuated valve is shown. The two funtional priniples are an inlyingative valve (A) and an outlying ative valve (B). In ase (A) the hydrauli oil that ispushed away by the piston rod in ompression is pressed through the bottom valve into theinterepting hamber. At the same time the oil from below the ative piston valve is pressedthrough this valve into the hamber above it. Both valves, bottom and ative one, deliverpart of the damping. In rebound, the oil streams bak from the interepting hamber intothe piston hamber through the seond bottom valve, whose damping fator an di�erfrom the one of the bottom valve whih is responsible for the damping in ompression.Furthermore, the oil is pressed from the lower to the upper piston hamber through theative valve. In both stages (ompression and rebound) part of the damping is delivered bythe ative valve. Thus, the damping oeÆient an be inuened by hanging the openingondition of this valve.In ase of an outlying ative valve the same onsiderations hold true in general. Thedi�erene here is that the oil streams through the ative valve always in the same diretion.In ompression, oil is passing through the piston and the ative valve, in rebound, it is thebottom and the ative valve whih provide the damping.For any shok absorber (no matter if ative or not) the rebound/ompression dampingfator ratio sRC shall be de�ned as the ratio between linearized damping oeÆient inrebound and the linearized damping oeÆient in ompression:sRC = kB;RkB;C (3.1)3Causemann (2001): Kraftfahrzeugsto�d�ampfer p. 60. 37
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optionalFigure 3.2: Priniple of the funtion of ative shok absorbers4. A: Internal eletromagnetiallyatuated valve. B: External eletromagnetially atuated valve.For a passive shok absorber this fator is onstant and|as already mentioned above|itusually has a value of approximately two. For ative shok absorbers this ratio dependson the setting of the shok absorber for rebound and ompression. If the shok absorberis set to hard in rebound and soft in ompression, the ratio is largest. If it is set to soft inrebound and hard in ompression, the ratio is smallest.For an ative shok absorber the spreading with respet to the harateristi lines forhard and soft damping shs shall be de�ned as the ratio between linearized damping oeÆ-ient in rebound or ompression for hard damping and the linearized damping oeÆientin rebound or ompression for soft damping.shs;R = khB;RksB;R (3.2)shs;C = khB;CksB;C (3.3)3.2 Testing VehileThe testing vehile being used for all experimental investigations is an Opel Astra ofthe lastest generation, alled Astra H. It is equipped with the so alled InterativeDriving System-plus (IDS-plus), whih inludes Continuous Damping Control (CDC) byZF Sahs AG, Germany. In series appliations this semi-ative suspension system mainlyis ontrolled by a skyhook ontrol algorithm whih redues the vertial osillations of thebody in order to improve the riding omfort. If a ritial driving situation ours, theontrol of this ar's ative shok absorbers is swithed o�, meaning that the dampers are4Causemann (2001): Kraftfahrzeugsto�d�ampfer p. 5638



3.2 Testing Vehilein their hardest possible setting. This means that during an ABS-braking|whih is on-sidered to be a ritial situation|, the shok absorbers are not ontrolled and are thereforein the hard setting. Figure 3.3 shows the testing vehile on the testing trak `StandardRoad', whih is an air�eld that belongs to Tehnishe Universit�at Darmstadt and is not inuse for regular air traÆ anymore.

Figure 3.3: The testing vehile whih is used for all experimental testings Opel Astra H 2.0i16v Turbo on the testing trak `Standard Road'.The IDS-plus system, besides the ative shok absorbers, omes with several additionalequipment that annot be found in the standard series Astra without IDS-plus. Theseare namely �ve aelerometers to measure vertial wheel and body aelerations and anEletroni Control Unit (ECU) to handle the signals and alulate the damper urrent foreah wheel individually. In Figure 3.4 the spring-and-shok-absorber unit of a front wheelof the testing vehile is shown. The main omponents and their on�guration in the aran be seen. The damper veloity is alulated from the signals of the aelerometers thatprovide the vertial wheel and body aeleration.3.2.1 Testing Vehile Spei�ationsThe testing vehile's spei�ations an be found in Table 3.1. The fat that the vehileis a standard ar that an be found in large numbers in the streets is important for therelevane and the transferability of the results gained from investigating the shok absorberontroller.3.2.2 Testing Vehile Measurement SystemFigure 3.5 shows the testing vehile with its series on�guration. Ative shok absorbersare inluded in the series ar as well as aelerometers at the front axle (wheels and body)and one aelerometer at the body above the rear axle. In the series appliation thesesensors are onneted to an Eletroni Control Unit (ECU), whih also inludes the powerampli�er for providing the damper urrent. The neessary damper urrent is alulatedwithin the ECU for every wheel individually. It depends on the damper veloity vD,whih is alulated from the aeleration signals at the front axle and on the desired bodymovements (usually the ontrol objetive is to damp the body osillations against a virtual39



3 Tools and Researh EnvironmentTable 3.1: Spei�ations of the testing vehile. Soures: N.N. (2006): Website { OpelIreland, ZF Sahs AG, and own measuring. Own measuring are in bold.Property Spei�ationMake OpelModel Astra 2.0i 16v TurboEngine apaity 1998 m3Maximum power 125 kW at 5,400min�1Maximum torque 250Nm at 1,950min�1Gross vehile weight(+fr+rl+rr) 1,700 kg = 2 � 480 kg + 2 � 370 kg (fueled, inluding measure-ment equipment, driver and one passenger)Front suspension MPherson struts, Anti-roll bar, Sub frame, Hydrauli bushingsiD;f = 1iS;f = 1"f = 3:5ÆRear suspension Torsion beam, Displaed shok absorbers and oil springsiD;r = 0:68iS;r = 0:88"r = 26ÆShok Absorbers Interative Driving System-plus (IDS-plus) with ContinuousDamping Control (CDC)Tires Pirelli P6000, 205/55 R16 91Wre� = 0:304:::0:307mStandard ination pressure pT = 2:3barMass moments of iner-tia JW;f = 8<: 1:3kgm2 � 0:1kgm2 for neutral position3:1kgm2 � 0:1kgm2 for third gear6:3kgm2 � 0:2kgm2 for seond gearJW;r = 0:95kgm2 � 0:08kgm2JB = 1870 kgm2Rims Steel rims, 6.5"x16" ET 37Transmission Front-wheel driveSix-speed manual gearboxBraking system Front ventilated disk brakes (280mm diameter)Rear dis brakes (264mm diameter)Frition fator between braking pads and braking dis �PD � 0:4Fator to transfer braking pressure into braking torque frontipB2MB;f � 24Nm=barFator to transfer braking pressure into braking torque rearipB2MB;r � 10Nm=barAnti-lok Braking System (ABS) withEletroni Brake Fore Distribution (EBD)Gradient with whih braking pressure is relieved by the ABS_pB;rel = �1; 000bar=sGradient with whih braking pressure is inreased by the ABS_pB;in = +250bar=sDimensions Wheel base l = 2:614mDistane from front axle to enter of gravity lf = 1:13mDistane from rear axle to enter of gravity lr = 1:48mHeight of enter of gravity hCG = 0:52m40



3.2 Testing Vehile

Figure 3.4: Spring-and-shok-absorber unit of a front wheel of the testing vehile. 1: CDC-shok absorber, 2: Aelerometer for vertial body aelerations, 3: Aelerometer for vertialwheel aelerations, 4: Eletromagnetially atuated valve, 5: Eletroni Control Unit (ECU).Soure: ZF Friedrihshafen AG.sky-hook). The fous is put on the front axle (it is only there that wheel aelerometersare applied in series appliation), beause the front axle supports 57% of the total wheelload and for series appliations it an furthermore be assumed that the vertial exitationat the rear axle will with a phase shift whih is reiproal to the vehile's speed be thesame as at the front axle.The standard omponents of the series vehile are extended by several additional mea-suring equipment and by an ative element, a braking mahine. Table 3.2 gives on overviewof the measuring equipment.The measurement system used in the testing vehile uses analog as well as digital signals.All quantities whih are relevant for a braking proedure and whih are vehile internalquantities an be measured. An external quantity e. g. would be the frition oeÆientbetween pavement and tire. This one annot be measured with the measurement systempresented. The ore of the measuring and ontrolling system is a dSpae Autobox whihmeasures all signals, alulates the optimal damper urrent, and gives this as an outputto the ative shok absorbers. All data is gained with a sampling rate of fs = 2; 000Hz, inorder to be able to measure e�ets that take plae in the time frame of milliseonds.All quantities measured an be divided into two subsetions: First, those measurandsthat are measured to objetively value the braking proedure and to monitor the param-eters that inuene the braking distane. These sensor signals are not used to atuallyinuene the braking distane by using them as inputs for a ontroller, but they are ratherstored to be treated o�-line, after the test drive is �nished. For those measurands it isnot ritial if their signal is slightly noisy or if there is an o�set. Noise and o�sets usually5The aelerometers of the body have an integrated high-pass �lter of �rst order with a utting frequenyof 0.5Hz. 41



3 Tools and Researh Environment

Figure 3.5: The testing vehile with its series equipment. Soure: N.N. (2006a): Website {all4engineers.42



3.2 Testing Vehile
Table 3.2: Sensors and atuators in the testing vehilePhysialQuantity Sensor Position DPPressure Piezo-eletri sensor Wheel braking ylinder fl,fr, rl, rr, and main brakingylinder analogOpeningondition ofABS-valves Digital information fromthe ECU of the ABS Wheel fl, fr, rl, rr binaryDisplaement ASM position sensor, po-tentiometer Wheel to body fl, fr, rl, andrr analogVeloity Datron Correvit, optialsensor Rear bumper, longitudinal analogAngularveloity Series sensors Wheel fl, fr, rl, and rr CANAeleration Piezo-eletri sensor, samesensor-model as used inthe prodution-model of theOpel Astra5 Wheel fl, fr, rl, and rr, ver-tial, Body fl, fr, rl, and rr,vertial at suspension strutmounting, Body, longitudi-nal analog

Fore andtorque Kistler 6-omponents mea-suring rim, piezo-eletri Wheel load fl, braking forefl, and braking torque fl analogTemperature Thermoouple Typ K Brake dis fl analogLight inten-sity Light barrier sensor Rear bumper analogAtuator Position DPBraking mahine, eletrimotor Attahed to the brakingpedal analogMagneti oils Ative shok absorbers fl,fr, rl, and rr CAN
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3 Tools and Researh Environmentan be handled o�-line with a minimum of loss in signal auray. As for the noise, this isbeause the relevant frequenies lie way below the typial noise frequenies in automotiveappliations (20{30Hz ompared to 100Hz and more).The other group of measurands are more ruial with respet to their realtime om-putability. It is those measurands whih deliver the inputs for the ontroller|that is whythey need to be omputed in realtime while driving and braking. The vertial aelerom-eters provide the signals from whih the dynami wheel load is omputed, the positionsensors provide the signals from whih the damper veloity is determined. Thus, for thevertial aelerations an o�set orretion is undertaken at the beginning of every test day.For the position sensors the o�set an be negleted, beause the damper veloity isthe derivative of their signals, and a possible o�set therefore does not play a role in thealulation of the desired signal. But by taking the derivative, high-frequeny noise isampli�ed. Hene, �ltering is neessary for this signal, whih leads to a phase shift. Sinethe relevant frequenies in the signal of the damper veloity are muh lower than theneessary utting frequeny (refer to 5.9 on page 132 for the frequenies of the damperveloity during full-braking, the utting frequeny lies at 40Hz), this phase shift inuenesthe ourse of damper veloity in a time frame of a ouple of milliseonds. Though thereis this additional time delay on top of all other time delays, this one is small ompared tothe others.Another ruial sensor whose signal needs to be present in realtime is the light barrierattahed to the rear bumper. With this sensor not only the braking proedure is initiated,but also the determination of the longitudinal veloity is veri�ed for every test drive. It isfor every test drive that �ve meters before the light barrier reetor whose signal initiatesthe braking proedure another light barrier reetor is plaed. Thus, knowing this distaneof �ve meters during whih the veloity of the vehile is still onstant, the signal from theso alled Correvit sensor an be veri�ed and, if neessary, alibrated.3.2.3 Measuring RimA 6-omponent measuring rim is used for test drives on de�ned obstales to determine thewheel load and the braking fore at the front left wheel (refer to setion 5.2.2 for these testdrives). A wheel of the front axle is hosen to mount the measuring rim at, beause thefront axle is responsible for more than 3/4 of the overall braking fore.Figure 3.6 shows this measuring rim installed at the front left wheel of the testing vehile.The atual measuring element is onneted with the rim well via two rigid adapters. Thepurpose of using the measuring rim is to measure the wheel load|the vertial tire forein the ontat zone of tire and pavement. But between the measurand `real wheel load' Fzand the plae of measuring, where the fore Fz;rim is aptured, lies the tire, whih annot betreated as a rigid body. Thus, Fz;rim only represents Fz with high preision at frequeniesthat are suh low or suh high that the tire an be assumed to be rigid. Evers and Reihelinvestigated this topi in detail for a measuring rim mounted to a 1999 BMW 5 seriespassenger ar on a 4-post test rig6.Figure 3.7 shows the transfer funtion from the fore that is measured by the test rigdesribed in setion 3.3 and that is representing Fz in high preision to the fore Fz;rim6Evers et al. (2002): Radkraft-Dynamometer (RWD/FWD) als Entwiklungswerkzeug f�ur Felge und Rad-aufh�angung.44




